
2 Computer Systems with Fluctuating Load

The problem While queueing theoretic analysis is grounded in the notionof stationary load and
steady-state behavior, the load on real computer systems isfar from stationary. Since web traffic
is bursty and hard to predict, even well-provisioned servers can experiencetransient (temporary)
overload, leading to long response times and even longer recovery times, even when theaverage
load at the server is not very high. Unfortunately, extremely little is understood about systems
with non-stationary load. It is not understood howinput parameterslike the arrival rate, service
rate, rate of fluctuation in the load, and degree of fluctuation in the load, affect response time. For
example, it is not even clear whether increasing the rate of fluctuation in load always causes mean
response time to increase.

Analytical difficulty Systems with time-varying load are very difficult to analyze. Techniques
used are typicallynumerical, including either Matrix-Analytic techniques, or generating function
techniques which rely on numerically solving cubic equations. See for example [1, 10, 17, 11, 16,
21]. Unfortunately, thesedon’t lead to closed-form approximationsof the system, and hence it is
hard to understand the effect of input parameters on performance.

Surprising results – analysisIn [3] we present the firstclosed-form approximation of mean re-
sponse timefor a First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) queue with stochastically-fluctuating load (in-
cluding possibly transient overload), and in [4] we employ acompletely different technique to
analyzemean and variability of response timeas a function of job size, for the case of a Processor-
Sharing (PS) queue with time-varying load. The impact of these closed-form approximations is
that we can immediately understand how input parameters like arrival rate, service rate, and load
fluctuations, affect performance. We find many surprises. For example we prove that, counter
to prior conjectures [13, 12, 9], increasing the rate of fluctuation in loaddoes notalways lead to
increased response time [3], and we define a simple criterioncalledslack, which tells us whether
response time goes up or down. We can also, for the first time, understand the experience of a job
arriving into a high-load period, as compared to an arbitrary job.
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(a) Unmodified (PS) server (b) SRPT server

Figure 1:Mean response times at Web server as load alternates between0.2 and 1.2: (a) under
PS, (b) underSRPT.

Surprising results – systemsMost systems research does not study the behavior of serversduring
overload, but rather prefers to look for solutions to obviate overload by moving requests to other
servers, as in content distribution networks [8, 7, 6], or bydropping requests, as in admission
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control [2, 5, 19, 18, 20]. By contrast, we take the perspective that transient overload is sometimes
unavoidable, and we seek solutions that don’t require dropping/moving requests. In our award
paper [14], we study exactly what happens to a web server during overload, evaluated under a full
range of environmental conditions including: the effect ofWAN delay, loss, user aborts, persistent
connections, SYN cookies, the RTO TCP timer, the packet length, and the SYN and ACK queue
lengths.

Figure 1(a) shows the mean response time under an unmodified Apache web server running on
Linux, employing traditionalPS scheduling, where load fluctuates between 0.2 (low load) and1.2
(overload). In Figure 1(b), we show how our instrumentationof SRPT scheduling at the Linux
kernel reduces mean response times by an order of magnitude,without dropping any requests. We
see that theSRPT server is much more efficient than the unmodified server at clearing requests
out of the system during overload, resulting in a smaller backlog when the overload period ends.
This is especially true under heavy-tailed web workloads. Finally, unfairness to large requests is
not a problem here either, in that requests for large files complete at similar times underPS and
SRPT, [14, 15].
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